
Soul’s Magnetic Energy Processes 
Energy is a language that has many forms

Spiritual magnetic processes are incorporated into vibrational/informational forms of an 
energy language and are expressed/experienced in the body within our cells, organs, glands, and 
skin in vibrational-etheric form, integrating magnetic informational patterns. This energy is what 
we feel and experience any time we have an emotional reaction/response, positive or negative. 

Each of our souls has grown spiritually and evolved vibrationally through the results of personal 
energy experiences/exchanges. Spiritual evolution is the result of the absorption of energies/
frequencies of an emotional/magnetic/vibrational experience within the exchange of energy. 

Self-love-worth should be the openness beyond judgment/emotional reaction to express 
all energy frequencies though our thoughts, feelings, and spoken words, and not be limited 
by emotional reaction within the exchange of frequencies. If we are not open to receiving and 
sharing love, we cannon experience it. True Love is the emotional/vibrational acceptance of Self/
Soul in its magnetic completeness. This ma be within the intellectual grasp of an individual, but 
not always within his/her vibrational/energetic experience. 

Crystalline structure grid sessions/experiences provide an opening of the etheric gateway 
and access to etheric magnetic fields, shifting one’s personal experience from a mental/
intellectual process to a feeling-informational-magnetic process of the soul. 

Crystalline energy sessions/experiences set into motion an etheric magnetic interaction, 
thus creating a shielding and counterbalancing effect by distributing an even flow of universal 
magnetics across the entire physical body. This high field frequency language of magnetics is a 
communication/transmission integration that reestablishes a harmonic balance between mind 
and emotions. 

Uncompleted vibrational patterns of self-expression in relationship to past-present 
experiences await conscious experience. This energetic interaction brings to the conscious level 
unresolved, uncompleted thought-forms/emotional magnetic patterns that have been forgotten 
and left frozen in time and space.

Crystalline grid field vibrational sessions/experiences facilitate a transference of universal 
magnetics, shifting our experience/relationship with past-present time spaces, allowing our mind 
and emotions to integrate a vibrational energetic form of communication, re-establishing one’s 
mental, emotional and physical balance on higher vibrational levels of creative reality, bringing 
forth peace and well-being. 

Our Soul’s process is one of magnetic exploration that is expressed and 
experienced through emotional/magnetic vibrational energetic forms of language, 
thereby communicating in vibrational/energetic form – the language of light. The grid 
energy session/experience facilitates unexpressed vibrational patterns, allowing for an 
energetic communication, which brings for the a more conscious relationship between soul  
and personality. 


